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Mopping can be much easier with the Cenocco CC-9070 Flat Mop with  Bucket, an enjoyable way to have all the daily
chores done as efficiently as possible. This mop with a bucket is designed for multipurpose use and has a self-wash and dries
capability that ensures a completely clean floor every single time. The high absorbent mop pads are made up of microfibers,
they are safe and gentle on all type of floor and its surfaces. The microfiber pads are thicker and bigger and easy to maintain.
No more manual wringing the dirty damp mop and touching the filthy water, the bucket also has a capability for an easy and
quick clean up that allows you to wash, and dry under the bucket unit. The bucker has a dual chamber for dry and wet
cleaning and attached to the lid is splash resistant and hands-free cleaning mechanism for the mop head.  The flat mop has a



slim design that swivel 360° for better navigation into tight corners and hard to reach areas. The mop length is 121 cm which
has an easy grip handle and a hang hole for easy storage. The mop unit is collapsible and can be stored inside the bucket. The
Cenocco Flat Mop with Bucket is made up of a durable and sturdy ABS plastic and high-grade stainless steel that will surely
last a lifetime. 

 

 

 

 

Features: 

Revolutionized mop with self-wash and dry capability The most advanced cleaning mop system  With the advanced water
drainage system  Flat Mop for better results  High-quality ABS bucket body  Separate compartments for clean and dirty
water Highest quality telescopic handle  Separate wet & dry compartment for easy cleaning & drying High-quality stainless
telescopic handle Advance mop head for better cleaning Premium quality dual chamber bucket Scratch free and safe on  all
hard floor surface Handsfree  and easy wring  capability Quick and easy all in one mop system Wash, rinse and dry all at the
same time. 360° swivel head for effortlessly maneuvrability Easy to store and carry Includes: 2pcs highly absorbent flat mop
head

 

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Cenocco Color: Brown  Bucket Materials: ABS plastic Handle Materials: Stainless Steel  Mop Head Materials:
Microfiber pads Mop Length: 121cm Mop pads: 30 cm Product weight: 0.47kg Capacity: 10L (2 buckets with 5L each)

 

EAN : 0634158805097

ISBN : 96039090

Weight : 2.30 Kg

Volume : 0.03895 m3

Capacity : 10.00 L

(L x l x H) : 38.00 cm x 25.00 cm x 41.00 cm

Box 1  units

Pallet 45  (Units)

Box dimensions 38cm x 25cm x 41cm

User Manual
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